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View Message History 

Eva14:37 
Hi,ch1214775731wdwg, welcome to AliExpress.com! 
Eva14:37 
Are you interested in…? 

• I have not received my goods, what can I do 
• I have not received the refund, what can I do? 
• The goods received are not what I agreed upon 
• I cannot pay for my order, what can I do? 
• How do I change my order? 
• What will happen after I open dispute? 

ch1214775731wdwg14:37 
hello 
ch1214775731wdwg14:37 
I have not received the refund, what can I do? 
Eva14:37 
Hi, nice to meet you. :) 
Eva14:37 
Once you and the seller have agreed to a refund, and your order has been closed, you 
should receive it within 3-20 working days. Please check refund around refund date as well 
as your payment date. Sometimes, card issuers sent refund on your payment date. 
 
If you don't receive refund, try below steps: 
Step 1. Did you open dispute for the order? 
If not, please click 'Open Dispute' to ask for refund before Buyer Protection ends. 
  
Step 2. Is the dispute finished? 
If it shows 'Dispute Finished', please click it to check refund amount. You will receive it 
within 3 to 20 working days. 
If it shows 'Dispute in Progress', it means the dispute is still in processing. Please contact 
the seller to come to agreement on it. 
  
Step 3. Still no help? 
You could contact our service team for a further assistance. 
Please select a reason: 
  
Submit 



ch1214775731wdwg14:38 
hello are you here 
Eva14:38 
I'm sorry to hear that. Could you please specify your problem to me so that I could help you 
better?  
ch1214775731wdwg14:39 
order number: 75965652749708 
Eva14:39 
Since I'm a robot and I'm not able to check your order status, could you please remove the 
order number to try again, thus I can help you better? Also, you may refer to the below 
questions: 
I have not received my goods, what can I do 
Why my order was closed? 
Why my order was frozen? 
When will I receive my refund? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:39 
When will I receive my refund? 
Eva14:39 
Once you and the seller came to agreement on refund, you will receive refund within 3-
20 working days after order closed. 
 
If you don't receive refund in time, please contact AliExpress service team representative 
( click here). They will help you checking the refund information. 
Was your issue resolved? 
Resolved 
Unresolved 
ch1214775731wdwg14:39 
livechat_link 

 
Quem14:39 
Hello,I am a service consultant Quem 
ch1214775731wdwg14:39 
hello 
ch1214775731wdwg14:39 
order number: 75965652749708 

 
Quem14:40 
Thank you for contacting AliExpress. My name is Quem. 

 
Quem14:40 
Hi there. It is a pleasure to chat with you today. 

 



Quem14:40 
Thank you for this information. 

 
Quem14:40 
Just to confirm, you would like information of your order. Correct? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:40 

 

 
Quem14:41 
Thank you for this information. 
ch1214775731wdwg14:41 
can i send a PDF 

 
Quem14:41 
Sure. 

 
Quem14:41 
Please do. 

 
Quem14:41 
You did not receive the order yet right? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:42 
receive broken,,,, seller says he will send another or refund but nothing 
ch1214775731wdwg14:42 
how do i send you a PDF 

 
Quem14:43 
Thank you for confirming. I am sorry to learn about this. I completely understand your 
inconvenience. Do not worry, I am with you and will help you today. 

 
Quem14:44 
May I ask what is the size of your PDF please? 

 
Quem14:44 
You can upload it here in chat platform 
ch1214775731wdwg14:44 

 

 
Quem14:45 
Thank you very much I can see that here now. 



ch1214775731wdwg14:45 

 

 
Quem14:45 
Thank you for this information. 
ch1214775731wdwg14:45 

 
ch1214775731wdwg14:45 

 

 
Quem14:45 
Thank you. 
ch1214775731wdwg14:45 

 
ch1214775731wdwg14:46 

 
ch1214775731wdwg14:46 

 

 
Quem14:46 
noted. 

 
Quem14:46 
Thank you 
ch1214775731wdwg14:46 
All chat with EVA but nothing re-order or refund from the seller 
ch1214775731wdwg14:47 
Can't you read the jpg about my problem 

 
Quem14:47 
Yes thank you very much. 

 
Quem14:47 
Please hold on as I will review it for you. 

 
Quem14:47 
no worries, we have this recorded in our database. 

 
Quem14:47 



Let me review your last chat with our consultants here. 

 
Quem14:48 

Please give me 1-2 minutes to check this carefully for you. Is that okay? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:48 

okay 

 
Quem14:48 

Thank you very much. 
ch1214775731wdwg14:51 

any news 

 
Quem14:52 

Thank you for waiting. I can see that your order is not as described. 

 
Quem14:52 

Single high gloss wooden automatic watch winder, watch winder display jewelry gift box 

 
Quem14:52 

That order.Correct? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:52 

correct 
ch1214775731wdwg14:52 

i want refund 

 
Quem14:52 

Thank you for confirming. I am sorry to learn about this. I completely understand your 

inconvenience. Do not worry, I am with you and will help you today. 

 
Quem14:53 

Let me help you on this now. Let me check this one for you immediately. 

 
Quem14:53 

I will review your account now. Please stay with me for 1-2 minutes. 
ch1214775731wdwg14:53 

how want refund... 



 
Quem14:53 

Is that okay? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:53 

refund always seller says but nothing. 

 
Quem14:54 

I completely understand. 

 
Quem14:54 

No worries, I am here to help you on this. 

 
Quem14:54 

I will check for the best next action 

 
Quem14:54 

Please stay with me for 1-2 minutes. 
ch1214775731wdwg14:54 

so ok 

 
Quem14:55 

Thank you very much. 
ch1214775731wdwg14:55 

wait 

 
Quem14:56 

Sure thing. Please take your time. i am here for you. 
ch1214775731wdwg14:56 

how want the refund 

 
Quem14:57 

Thank you, let me give you the details. 

 
Quem14:57 

Upon checking our system, I can see here that your order was shipped last 2016-06-26 

09:17:47 
ch1214775731wdwg14:57 



what details 

 
Quem14:57 

I am sorry to learn about the order that you received, 

 
Quem14:58 

On this case, since the money is in the seller, they should be coordinated to have you 

refunded on this through offline transaction. 

 
Quem14:58 

The best next action to do on this is to have the seller coordinated so that they can 

coordinate with you fast and arrange and have you refunded on this through offline 

transaction. 
ch1214775731wdwg14:58 

how  

 
Quem14:58 

I can see here as well that the seller is already contacted. Right? 
ch1214775731wdwg14:59 

nothing seller sending another nothing from the seller 
ch1214775731wdwg14:59 

not responds from the seller after the chat jpg to contact the seller from refund... nothing 

 
Quem15:00 

No worries, since you have me now, I will help you right away. 
ch1214775731wdwg15:00 

i want a new order or refund.... but how 

 
Quem15:00 

I can see that here as well 

 
Quem15:00 

May I know if you still want the item or do you want to be refunded? 
ch1214775731wdwg15:00 

i want the  item from the seller 
ch1214775731wdwg15:00 

a new one that worked, that he can check before sending 



 
Quem15:01 

I completely understand. On this case, I will also coordinate with my supervisor for you on 

this so that he can take action to check on this as well. 

 
Quem15:01 

I want a fast action for you as a valued customer. I do not want you to wait long. 

 
Quem15:01 

We will have a follow-up on the seller about this for you. 

 
Quem15:01 

If the seller continues to ignore this, they know that we are tracking their activities. 

 
Quem15:01 

We can punish them accordingly and they will not like this. 

 
Quem15:01 

May I have your email? 
ch1214775731wdwg15:01 

rod_lajoie@hotmail.com 
ch1214775731wdwg15:02 

so i am wait for the new order from the seller 
ch1214775731wdwg15:02 

Rodney lajoie Ch. de la venoge 1 Rez, Code to ender the building: 4501A Preverenges, 

Suisse, 1028 Switzerland  
ch1214775731wdwg15:02 

Thank you for the tracking number so that i can make sure it's coming to my address. 

Waiting for your confirmation 

 
Quem15:02 

Considering that this is a serious matter, let me take ownership of your concern you have 

raised and act promptly on this. 

 
Quem15:02 



I will mark this 'Very Urgent' for you. I know that you are a good buyer and I want the best 

for you only. 

 
Quem15:03 

The good news is that our support is available today so I will reach to him and ask him to 

help you on this as well since you are an important customer. 

 
Quem15:03 

I will take advantage of his availability to check this out only fast just for you. 
ch1214775731wdwg15:03 

ok so i wait 

 
Quem15:04 

Yes. Please do. We will have a follow-up on the seller about this for you. 

 
Quem15:04 

A follow up email will be sent to you today. Please do kindly wait for this. 

 
Quem15:04 

I want a fast action for you as a valued customer. I do not want you to wait long. 
ch1214775731wdwg15:04 

ok bye 
ch1214775731wdwg15:04 

waiting for your email 
You have ended your service. 

  
Send 
 
	


